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Abstract

We evaluate the structure of liquid NiTi under various pressures from 0 GPa to 40 GPa in
the atomic level using molecular dynamics simulations. The structure factor and radial
distribution function are used to investigate the general structural change of the system.
Further identification of the local structures is examined by the bond-angle method and bondangle distribution analysis. From our results, we found that the count of the local structure of
fcc, hcp, bcc, and icosahedral short-range order monotonically increase when the pressures
increase. We also observed in our results that the size of the local cluster grows as the pressure
increases, and the long-range connectivity of the quasi-crystal is achieved at high pressure.
Keywords: molecular dynamics simulations, liquid NiTi, pressure, local structures
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1. Introduction

model at the atomic level to provide more detailed structural
properties of liquid. Li et al studied liquid and amorphous Al
using classical MD simulation [12], while Jakse and Pasturel
performed ab initio MD simulation of atomic diffusion and the
viscosity of liquid Al [13]. Structural investigation of liquid Te
using MD simulation was conducted by Hoshino [14], and
recently, Wu et al observed some fluctuation and competition
between icosahedral and bcc in undercooled liquid Zr [15].
Although some MD studies of liquid metals have been made,
to the best of our knowledge no previous paper has studied
liquid NiTi alloy. NiTi exhibits shape memory effect (SME)
property, therefore it is categorized as a shape memory alloy
(SMA) material. This material can undergo the deformation
and then recover to its original shape above the transition
temperature [16, 17]. NiTi alloy is a biocompatible material
which is highly elastic. This material also has the extreme
corrosion and kink resistances [18–20]. By these attractive
properties, NiTi alloy is widely used as a biomaterial, such
as orthodontic arch wire, bone anchor, and stents [21]. NiTi

The structure of liquid metal in various thermodynamic conditions has attracted much interest from researchers over
the past decades [1–5]. To produce multi-component metal
alloys, monoatomic metals are usually mixed in their liquid
state before undergoing crystal growth during the solidification processes. The heterogeneity of atomic distribution [6, 7]
in the liquid state, the thermodynamic conditions [8], and the
quenching rate [9, 10] may affect the mechanical properties of
solid material. Thorough investigation of the liquid structure
under various thermodynamic conditions is indispensable to
reveal its structural properties. It is known from experiments
that the structure of liquid metals and amorphous metals have
similar general features; for example, shoulders or the splitting of the second peak observed in the structure factor [11].
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation can produce a realistic
4
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alloy is also known to be an expensive material due to its difficult fabrication process, therefore it is very important to have
comprehensive information on the alloy from the liquid to the
solid state. In the initial state of NiTi fabrication, the pure Ni
and Ti metals are mixed by the atomic ratio of 50:50 in the
liquid phase. The presence of the pressure during the fabrication will indeed affect the structure of the liquid and solid
NiTi alloy. In this paper, we present the results of the structural analysis of liquid NiTi at the atomic level under various
pressures. The study aims to elucidate the structural change in
liquid NiTi when various pressures are applied to the system.
The result of this investigation can be utilized to predict the
structure of the quenched NiTi product.
2. Method of calculation
We carried out the MD calculation using the large-scale
atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS)
package [22]. The interactions between Ni–Ni, Ni–Ti and
Ti–Ti atoms were described by the embedded-atom method
(EAM) potential by Zhou et.al. [23], which has been well
tested for high-temperature MD simulations [24]. From our
previous preliminary calculation, the EAM potential used in
this simulation has successfully reproduce the melting point
of the eutectic NiTi alloy using two-phase approach with the
high accuracy of 94.76% [24]. Figure 1 shows the initial configuration of the simulation system containing 16 000 atoms
(8000 atoms for both Ni and Ti). It can be seen from figure 1
that he initial structure is in liquid phase. It was prepared by
heating up the B2 structure of NiTi alloy from 300 K to 2500 K.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the cubic
supercell with dimensions of 64.874  ×  64.874  ×  64.874 Å3.
The equations of motion were numerically solved using the
Verlet algorithm with a time step of Δt  =  1 fs and the NPT
Nosé–Hoover technique [25, 26] was employed to equilibrate
the system at 2500 K (0 GPa) for 100 ps. Further equilibration processes were then performed at 10, 20, 30, and 40 GPa
for another 100 ps in order obtain the final configuration of
the NiTi alloy system in the different pressure conditions.
Figures 2(a) and (b) shows the plot of the energy and the pres
sures, respectively, during the equilibration time of 100 ps for
two different pressures of 0 GPa and 30 GPa. It can be seen
clearly that the total energy, kinetic energy, and the pressures
are converged to the certain values.
We extracted the data from the extended MD simulation
using the NVT ensemble after equilibration was carried out
for 50 ps. The convergence of the energy and the pressures
during the production time are shown in figures 2(c) and
(d). Structural analysis was then performed using the Rings
package [27], with the atomic visualization image rendered
in Ovito [28].

Figure 1. Initial configuration of liquid NiTi alloy at T  =  2500 K.
The red and the blue balls correspond to the Ni and the Ti atoms
respectively. The system consists of 8000 Ni atoms and 8000 Ti
atoms.

the ambient pressure, are listed in table 1. The atomic density
increase and the volume shrink when the pressures increase.
3.1. Structure factor of liquid Ni, Ti and NiTi alloy

To analyze the structural dependence of the pressure, we
first obtained the static structure factor using the Ashcroft–
Langreth formalism as follows:
î
ó
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where bα and bβ are the x-ray form factors for atoms α and β ,
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and cα and cβ are the concentrations of the two atoms. Sαβ
is the partial structure factor defined by:
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where δαβ is Kronecker delta and the gαβ (r) is the partial
radial distribution functions.
Figure 3 shows the structure factor of liquid Ni and liquid
Ti at temperatures of T  =  1769 K and T  =  1973 K respectively.
The results were obtained at ambient pressures. From the
figure, we can see that our results (solid black lines) agree with
the previous experimental results shown in red circles [29].
The positions of the main peaks obtained from our MD simulation fit very well with the experimental data. At the larger q, the
experimental S(q)s is slightly higher than that from our results.
However, it can be clearly seen that the patterns are identical,
indicating that the physical properties are the same. The slight
differences may come from the system size effect, as the size

3. Results and discussion
For the respective pressures P, the change of the atomic densities ρ and the volume ratio V/V0, where V0 is the volume at
2
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Figure 2. Time evolution of three properties of the system during the equilibration and the production time. (a) Total and potential energies
and (b) pressures of the system during the equlibration of 100 ps in the NPT ensembel. The same properties of (a) and (b) are presented in
(c) and (d), respectively, during the production of 50 ps in the NVT ensembel. The black and the red lines correspond to the result from the
system under the pressure of 0 GPa and 10 GPa, respectively.
Table 1. Values of the atomic density ρ and relative volume V/V0 at

T  =  2500 K under pressures of 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 GPa.
P (GPa)

ρ (10−2 Å−3)

V/V0

0
10
20
30
40

5.86
6.64
7.24
7.69
8.08

1.00
0.88
0.81
0.76
0.73

of the experimental samples is quite large compared with those
of the simulation system. In this paper, we are unable to show
a comparison of the liquid NiTi structure factor, since to the
best of our knowledge liquid NiTi experimental data are cur
rently unavailable. In order to evaluate the effect of the simulation system size of NiTi alloy, we have calculated the average
total energy per atom and obtained the structure factor S(q)
from different simulation system size. We find that the value
of the total energy per atom in our current simulation system
of NiTi, containing 16 000 atoms in total, is almost the same
with the simulation system of 31 250 atoms (see figure S1 in
supplementary material (available online at stacks.iop.org/
JPhysCM/31/365401/mmedia)). The clear prepeak is observed
in the S(q) of simulation system with 250 atoms, however,
this property disappears in the larger simulation systems (see
figure S2 in supplementary material). It is also found that S(q)
of the simulation system with 16 000 and 31 250 atoms are very

Figure 3. Normalized structure factor S(q) of liquid Ni
(T  =  1769 K) and liquid Ti (T  =  1973 K). The solid black lines and
red circles correspond to the results from this research and from a
previous experiment [29], respectively.

similar, which indicate the convergence of the results. From
these results, we are convinced that our simulation system size
is sufficient for this MD simulation.
Figure 4 shows the pressure dependence of the liquid NiTi
total structure factor S(q). It can be seen that the position of
the first peak shifts slightly towards the higher q value when
3
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Table 2. Values of the locations of the first peak q1st , the second

peak q2nd , and the shoulder qsh with their ratio of q2nd /q1st and
qsh /q1st at T  =  2500 K under pressures of 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 GPa.

P (GPa)

q1st
(Å−1)

qsh
q2nd (Å−1) (Å−1)

q2nd /q1st

qsh /q1st

0
10
20
30
40

2.74
2.84
2.89
2.94
2.99

5.08
5.14
5.19
5.24
5.29

1.85
1.81
1.80
1.78
1.76

2.00
1.99
2.00
2.00
2.01

5.48
5.66
5.79
5.88
6.01

for ISRO. This result indicates that the count of ISRO grows
with increasing pressures.
3.2. Radial distribution function of liquid NiTi under different
pressures

We present the total radial distribution function g(r) of liquid
NiTi in order to explain its real-space information. Figure 5(a)
shows the pressure dependence of the radial distribution function. The smooth convergence of the total radial distribution
function at a higher r value suggests the random distribution
of the atoms in the liquid system. It can be clearly seen in the
figure that the first, second and third peaks shift to the left.
The intensity of the peaks also increases when the pressure
is higher.
The heights of the first, second and the third peaks for each
pressure (0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 GPa) are shown in figure 5(b).
The height (peak intensity) is calculated as the vertical distance between a peak and its previous valley. From the figure,
it can be seen that the height of the three peaks increases with
increased pressure. It is also shown that the most significant change in height is found when the pressure was raised
from 30 GPa to 40 GPa. This result suggests that the fraction
of local structures is considerably higher at 40 GPa and at a
temperature of 2500 K. Figure 5(c) shows the change in position of the second and third peaks. From the figure, it can
clearly be seen that the position of the second and third peaks
moves towards a lower r value with an increase in pressure.
The lower r value of the peak position suggests that the distance between the atoms becomes shorter and that the atoms
are packed more densely. The similar features are found in the
partial radial distribution functions. Figure 6 shows the partial
radial distribution function of Ni–Ni g(r)NiNi. When the pres
sure increases, the position of the first and the second peaks
are shifted from the higher r to the lower r, as expected for the
densification. At 0 GPa, the first nearest neighbors are located
in the r1st equal to 2.46 Å, 2.61 Å, and 2.80 Å for Ni–Ni,
Ni–Ti, and Ti–Ti pairs, respectively. The second neighbors
of Ni–Ni, Ni–Ti, and Ti–Ti pairs are in the distance (r2nd) of
4.91 Å, 5.07 Å, and 5.19 Å, respectively. We found at 40 GPa
that the values of the r1st are 2.27 Å, 2.45 Å, and 2.67 Å for
Ni–Ni, Ni–Ti, and Ti–Ti pairs, respectively. It is also found

Figure 4. Total structure factor S(q) of liquid NiTi (T  =  2500 K)
under pressures of 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 GPa. The pink arrows point
to the shoulders, which is marked using pink lines, at the higher q
of the second peaks.

the pressure is increased. In the figure, the presence of a first
sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) at all pressures is not observed.
On the other hand, shoulders appear on the right-hand side of
the second peaks and can be seen more clearly at higher pres
sures. According to previous studies, a shoulder on the righthand of the second peaks indicates the existence of the local
icosahedral short-range order (ISRO) [30–32]. We have also
calculated the S(q) of the icosahedral Ni13 cluster at various
temperatures, i.e. 500 K, 700 K, 900 K, and 1100 K. We find
that the shoulder of the second peak exhibits clearly in the low
temperature of 500 K and 700 K (see figure S3 in supplementary material). In the high temperature of 900 K and 1100 K,
the second peak and the shoulder appearance are weakened
by the distortion of the icosahedral structure, as it is observed
in our MD simulation of NiTi alloy. These results provide the
direct evidence that the shoulder of the second peaks of S(q)
correspond to the presence of icosahedral structure.
We further quantify the S(q) by identifying the locations
of the first peak q1st , the second peak q2nd , and the shoulder
qshoulder of each pressure P, which are listed in table 2. In
this table, we also present the quantitative values of q2nd /q1st
and qshoulder /q1st . The existence of the ISRO has been theor
etically identified by the values of 1.71 and 2.04 for q2nd /q1st
and qshoulder /q1st , respectively [31, 33]. When the pressure
increases, it can be seen clearly from table 2 that the values of
the q2nd /q1st and qsh /q1st become closer to the theoretical ones
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Figure 5. Structural analysis of the liquid NiTi at 2500 K under pressures of 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 GPa. (a) radial distribution function g(r) of
liquid NiTi; (b) intensity of the first, second and third peaks of the g(r) plot; and (c) position of the second and third peaks of the g(r) plot.

that at 40 GPa, the values of r2nd of Ni–Ni, Ni–Ti, and Ti–Ti
pairs are 4.32 Å, 4.51 Å, and 4.68 Å, respectively.
3.3. Bond angle distribution of liquid NiTi under different
pressures

We further evaluated the bond-angle distribution of the liquid
NiTi system in order to characterize the local structure in a
higher order correlation. The bond-angle distribution of the
three atomic correlations is shown in figure 7. The partial
bond-angle distribution of Ni–Ni–Ni and Ti–Ti–Ti show two
main peaks at 55 degrees (1st) and 100 degrees (2nd) at 40 GPa.
The Ni–Ni–Ni angular position of the 1st peak differs by
around 5 degrees from that one at 0 GPa. The height of the 2nd
peak at 40 GPa also higher by 0.1% than that one at 0 GPa. For
other atomic combinations, the clear difference between the
bond angle distribution of the system at 0 GPa and 40 GPa are
observed at the minimum, height of the second peaks, and the
growth of its shoulder. It was also found that at 40 GPa that the
bond-angle of Ni–Ni–Ti exhibits peaks at 55 and 105 degrees.
These results suggest the presence of a bcc-like structure, with
a high probability at around 53 degrees. The bond-angle distribution of Ti–Ni–Ti has two main peaks at 60 and 105 degrees.
60 degrees corresponds to the fcc, hcp or ISRO [34]. Two main
peaks at 50 and 100 degrees are found in the bond-angle distribution of Ti–Ti–Ni and Ni–Ti–Ni, deviating from the typical
local structure of bcc, fcc and hcp. At higher pressure, the
quasi-flats are formed at around 150 degrees. This indicates the
formation of complex tetrahedral structures [34].

Figure 6. Partial radial distribution function g(r) of liquid NiTi
(T  =  2500 K) under pressures of 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 GPa.
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Figure 7. Bond angle distribution of liquid NiTi at 2500 K. The black, red, green, blue and orange lines correspond to the system results
under pressures of 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 GPa respectively.

structure is quite small, therefore of the shoulder of the second
peak of structure factor (see figure 4) is also unclear. At higher
pressures, the ISRO count increases up to 1.5% at 40 GPa of
pressure. It can be seen clearly in table 3 that the count of fcc,
hcp, and bcc like structure are also increase monotonically
when the pressure increases. The highest proportion of local
atomic packing is found as the hcp structure. The presence of
fcc, hcp, bcc, and ISRO local atomic packing is consistence
with the results from the bond-angle distribution analysis.
The graphics output of the configuration of bcc and
ISRO local structures are shown in figure 8. The bonds are
drawn between the atoms separated by the distance less than
3.8 Å, which is obtained from the first minimum of g(r) at
ambient pressure. The bulks are then sliced by the thickness of
6.20 Å described from the second minimum of the g(r) at
ambient pressure. It can be observed graphically from figures 8(a)–(e) that the long-range connectivity of the quasicrystal is achieved at the high pressure. We can see that as the
pressure increase, the maximum cluster size grows through
the precipitation of the individual and small local cluster. In
this sliced region, the number of connected atoms in the local
cluster are 8, 9, 17, 63, and 66 for the system under the pres
sure of 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40 GPa, respectively.

Table 3. Count of the local atomic packing which is calculated

using bond-angle method [35] at T  =  2500 K under pressures of 0,
10, 20, 30 and 40 GPa.
P (GPa)

fcc (%)

hcp (%)

bcc (%)

ISRO (%)

0
10
20
30
40

0.7
1.2
1.5
1.9
2.3

12.8
17.7
21.5
23.3
24.5

8.6
13.0
16.1
17.4
19.0

0.3
0.5
0.8
1.0
1.5

3.4. Local atomic packing of liquid NiTi under different pres
sures

The bond-angle analysis method [35], which focuses on
angular distribution of local neighboring for each individual
atom, was used to investigate the presence of the icosahedral local structure in our liquid NiTi system. This method
is designed only for a monatomic system. Therefore, we performed the analysis on all of the atoms in our system without
differentiating between the Ni and Ti atoms. The results of
the bond-angle analysis for the local fcc, hcp, bcc, and ISRO
are shown in table 3. At a pressure of 0 GPa, only 0.3% atoms
are identified as ISRO local structure. Since the count of this
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Figure 8. Snapshot of the configuration of the selected local atomic packing for (a) 0 GPa, (b) 10 GPa, (c) 20 GPa, (d) 30 GPa, and

(e) 40 GPa. Only the atoms correspond to the bcc and ISRO local structure are shown for the clarity. The systems are sliced by the thickness
of 6.20 which is the value of the second minimum of g(r). The blue and yellow balls correspond to the bcc and ISRO local structures,
respectively.

4. Conclusion

the research results. The work was supported by a PDUPT
research grant from the DRPM-KEMENRISTEKDIKTI in
the fiscal year 2018, with contract No. 037/SP2H/LT/K7/
KM/2018. We are also indebted to Prof. Shimojo and his lab
members for the valuable discussion, and also to Dr Taufiq
Widjanarko from Nottingham University for his input and
suggestions.

The pressure dependence of the liquid NiTi structure has
been studied using MD simulations. These were performed
at a temperature of 2500 K under pressures of 0, 10, 20, 30
and 40 GPa. From the total structure factors and bond-angle
method, we ascertained the local ISRO structure in the liquid
NiTi system. We also clarified that the fcc, hcp, bcc, and ISRO
local structure increases monotonically when a higher pressure
is applied to the system. From the radial distribution functions,
we also found that the peak positions shift to the lower r-value
and become higher with an increase of the pressure. These
results suggest that some local structures are formed in the
densely packed system. In addition to the ISRO, some signs of
other local structures are also suggested by bond-angle distributions. The results indicate the existence of fcc-, hcp-, bcc-,
and hcp-like structures in the liquid system, together with the
indication of the presence of some complex tetrahedral structures at high pressures. We also observe that as the pressure
increase, the maximum cluster size grows through the precipitation of the individual and small local cluster.
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